MERRY CHRISTMAS—Although the tree may not be up at home, nor all these presents for friends and relatives bought, these Lawrenceians have caught the Christmas spirit while gathering with the Union. Perhaps they're discussing their belief in Santa Claus.

(Photos by Roy Guenther)

200 Listen to Orchestra

BY MARGARET ZICHEM

Several hundred people trudged into the Lawrence college auditorium in its first concert of the season last evening, and they were amply rewarded by a program of intensive and for the most part familiar music as part of the Supreme Kilinski.

The organization, limited only as to size, obviously contains some superior performers, and Conductor Kilinski seems endowed with the personal qualifications to extract the maximum of musicianship from his disciples. The organization is well blended into a soothing whole--

Friday, December 13
Swimming at Beloit
Basketball versus Carleton
Saturday, December 14
Basketball versus Carthage
Sunday, December 15
Piano recital, Dayton Graham
Monday, December 16
Charter Day banquet
Tuesday, December 17
Basketball versus Hope
Wednesday, December 18
General recital, Redmond Davis
Thursday, December 19
Basketball versus Monmouth
Friday, December 20
Faculty meeting
Basketball versus Davenport
Saturday, December 21
Basketball versus Grinnell
Sunday, December 22
Wednesday, December 25
Basketball versus Hope
Thursday, December 26
Chorus and orchestra in foreign lan-
Friday, December 27
Exams begin
Saturday, December 28
Exams end

Billboard

Friday, December 13
Beginning the New Year, winter sports begin at the Monmouth, W. A. A. is planning a similar trip this year to be held February 1-2 at Sturgeon Bay.

Extravagant activities will include ice skating, snow tubing, and tobogganing. The first day will be devoted to ice skating, and the second day will be devoted to snow tubing and tobogganing. Chartered buses will transport students and equipment to Sturgeon Bay early Saturday morning. They will return to Appleton in time for Sunday supper.

According to a preliminary poll, about two hundred thousand people decided in favor of the proposed trip.

AND ON EARTH, PEACE

To be taxed with Mary his espoused wife. And under whose head, that while they were there, the days were accomplished that should be delivered.

And eight sitting hours he wrapped them and wrapped him in swaddling clothes, and laid him in a manger; because there was no room for them at the inn.

And there was in the same country shepherds abiding in the field, keeping watch over their flock by night.

And, lo, the angel of the Lord came upon them, and the glory of the Lord shone round about them, and they were sore afraid.

And the angel said unto them, Fear not: for, behold, I bring you good tidings of great joy, which shall be to all people. For unto you is born this day in the city of David a Saviour which is Christ the Lord.

And this shall be a sign unto you: Ye shall find the babe wrapped in swaddling clothes, lying in a manger.

And suddenly there was with the angel a multitude of the heavenly host praising God, and saying, Glory to God in the highest, and on earth peace, good will toward men.


Exchange Students Describe

Delightful Christmas Customs

BY GAIL OULTON

In a few days, nearly every country
ty of the world will celebrate the most wonderful day of the year—Christmas. The customs of people
tially vary everywhere, Lawrence.

Mary, who was given a box of chocolates by her dormitory mates, has described Christmas customs

tudios, and both are much alike on

the festive mood. In the little city of Norwango, where skiing is always the order of the day, the holiday officially begins at eight o'clock on Christmas Eve when all the church bells of the small city start to chime.

Then preparations are made for the evening activities. The Christmas tree is brought in and trimmed with paper stars and chains that the children have made, and candles and a big star are put on. At this time the whole family joins hands around the tree and sings carols.

When the family sits down to supper, a bowl of roasted turkey is put at the head of the table. The Christmas tree "is always in the middle of the room, shining with white, the holiday officially begins with the announcement of the annual Christmas Carol Party at Sage without the gingerbread men who started the tradition. Miss Gerhartz, director of the Glee Club, has described the customs of the annual Christmas Carol Party at Sage without the gingerbread men. Miss Gerhartz, director of the Glee Club, has described the customs of the annual Christmas Carol Party at Sage without the gingerbread men.

Then preparations are made for the evening activities. The Christmas tree is brought in and trimmed with paper stars and chains that the children have made, and candles and a big star are put on. At this time the whole family joins hands around the tree and sings carols.

When the family sits down to supper, a bowl of roasted turkey is put at the head of the table. The Christmas tree "is always in the middle of the room, shining with white, the holiday officially begins with the announcement of the annual Christmas Carol Party at Sage without the gingerbread men. MISS Gerhartz, director of the Glee Club, has described the customs of the annual Christmas Carol Party at Sage without the gingerbread men.

Kellom, soprano, and Carroll sang Lehmann's 'No Candle Was There' and No Christmas carols and ate ice cream bars, a little taste of Christmas atmosphere.

The old traditional Sage Christmas

party was given by Miss Wagner, the housemother, and Miss Wagner's cohorts rallied a lot of lusty tympani work. An unusual polytonal effect resulted in attractive pastel tones and with impressive sound and quality, and they handled their difficult scores in a creditable style.

Robert Seering and David Kilinski, tenors, and Shirley Weber, trombones, made all the girls until they reached the door, and the older ones

Small children, with arms around the neck of the older ones, ran down and ignored silver bells. It was a little taste of Christmas at the Sage.

Santa Claus visits all the good children by means of shield and snowbell, but in the absence of both these, many enter through a more conventional door and go in this way, toting along with them, even a white cotton and artificial snow to make a snowman in a lawn of sandstone. During the war, when shipping spaces could not be used for such things as Christmas trees, new trees were cut down and sprayed silver in the living room. The Christmas tree "is always in the middle of the room, shining with white, the holiday officially begins with the announcement of the annual Christmas Carol Party at Sage without the gingerbread men. MISS Gerhartz, director of the Glee Club, has described the customs of the annual Christmas Carol Party at Sage without the gingerbread men.
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Santa Claus visits all the good children by means of shield and snowbell, but in the absence of both these, many enter through a more conventional door and go in this way, toting along with them, even a white cotton and artificial snow to make a snowman in a lawn of sandstone. During the war, when shipping spaces could not be used for such things as Christmas trees, new trees were cut down and sprayed silver in the living room. The Christmas tree "is always in the middle of the room, shining with white, the holiday officially begins with the announcement of the annual Christmas Carol Party at Sage without the gingerbread men. MISS Gerhartz, director of the Glee Club, has described the customs of the annual Christmas Carol Party at Sage without the gingerbread men.
The twentieth century is in age for rehashing bygone styles of architecture. Charles M. Brooks Jr., associate professor of art, said the Lawrence Art Association Sunday afternoon in Main hall, in discussing "Architecture as a Reflection of Contemporary Life." "Just as the classics, Graeco-Roman building styles were definite reflections of the past, so is the functional simplicity advocated in current architectural construction an expression of our highly mechanized civilization.

However, where past architectural practices were confined to the realm of the world, the present day is world-wide in scope and is more accurately named the international Style, rather than the modern.

A few elements in 20th century culture have activity shaped building trends: the perfection of industrialization which has resulted in speedy transportation and manufacture; the practical disappearance of natural insulation; unexampled gravitation to cities, creating the greatest urban problem in the history of the world, the capitalistic ambition in which dilation and desire for newer living and business quarters motivate building. The coverage of a skyscraper in 30 years. Brooks stated.

Urban housing problems include group or family shelters as typified by apartment buildings, even shelters such as schools, concert halls, churches, and theaters needed for luxury, amusement and office buildings.

Urban architecture lends itself more readily to the International Style than suburban residences, the speaker stated. Though notable contributions have been made toward those private housing forms by four outstanding contemporary architects: Louis Henry Sullivan, Frank Lloyd Wright, Walter Gropius and Le Corbusier. Sullivan, who is considered the father of modern architecture, laid down three basic principles that form should express function, that materials should express themselves without symbolic pretensions, and that building should be industrial and not applied to the surface.

A major architectural problem today, Brooks concluded, is that of maintaining the beauty and individuality in a long series of times, as well as being concerned with practical living functions. Sometimes, however, it is the surface, and not applied to the surface, and not applied to the surface.
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About one hundred Lawrence freshmen attended the first meeting of the newly formed Phi Tau Ski club. After short talks by Coach A. C. Denney and Dr. Thomas, the group voted to affiliate with the Appleton Ski club.

Several new pledges were initiated, including new pledges to the Chi Zeta, Delta Sigma Phi, and Phi Kappa Epsilon. The Phi Taus extended their party for the chapter Monday night.

**Fraternities**

The Phi Taus extended their party for the chapter Monday night.

**Ski Enthusiasts Meet to Plan Trip**

About one hundred Lawrence ski enthusiasts gathered in the student center Monday night with Santa Claus’ help to plan their annual ski trip to Stevens Pass. The visit of the “Santas” from Appleton and a pledge banquet helped make this the most tremendous potential for moulding personality. The franchise of which they are a part is the most important word here are “appears” and “potential”.

A reading of the report leads one to immediate conclusions. 1. Some of the objectives for which the committee searched are so nebulous as to make one wonder how the committee ever arrived at a decision on them. The article states: “Lawrence appears to have the most tremendous potential for moulding personality of any of the schools we have visited or that we have heard to and we are interested in a social program aimed at making him the “broad- minded individual” spoken of in college catalogues and fraternity magazines.

2. Is the institutional policy really “seasoned” to the half-truth, and nothing but the particular truth. We are practicing those “new” ideas on a smaller scale right here in our own back yard of the world, to contribute to a social program aimed at making him the “broad-minded individual”. Are we practicing those “new” ideas on a smaller scale right here in our own back yard of the world, to contribute to a social program aimed at making him the “broad-minded individual”?

3. In short, where is the proof that we are so much better than fraternities on other campuses, better by some? Are we practicing those “new” ideas on a smaller scale right here in our own back yard of the world, to contribute to a social program aimed at making him the “broad-minded individual”?

4. Are we practicing those “new” ideas on a smaller scale right here in our own back yard of the world, to contribute to a social program aimed at making him the “broad-minded individual”?

5. Are we practicing those “new” ideas on a smaller scale right here in our own back yard of the world, to contribute to a social program aimed at making him the “broad-minded individual”?

6. Is it generally conceded, I think, that the only acceptable business in the Appleton area is where one wants to go to the college...?

**Your Use, Head, Take the Data**

That which is the most important word here are “appears” and “potential”.

**Pond Sports Shop**

**Ski Enthusiasts Meet to Plan Trip**

About one hundred Lawrence ski enthusiasts gathered in the student center Monday night with Santa Claus’ help to plan their annual ski trip to Stevens Pass. The visit of the “Santas” from Appleton and a pledge banquet helped make this the most tremendous potential for moulding personality.

**Brothers and Sisters**

**Fraternities Schedule Gala Season Doings**

Twenty-six Appleton grade school children were ushered into the modernized Greek quarters this week. Frank Haack played Santa Nick.

**Christmas Candies**

We have a large selection of CHRISTMAS CANDIES. Assorted chocolates, hard candy, boxes candy, nuts, etc.
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Santa Ditches His Sleigh and Reindeer for Rocket Ship

Froid! At last the storm's over to the north pole! No longer will the clatter of hundred-drawn sleighs disturb the soft, snow-covered field, no longer will Santa wake the neighborhood when he bellows at his eight tiny reindeer, for a change is in the air. Yes, this is the true sign of scientific progress—Santa Claus has replaced his reindeer sleigh with an up-and-down rocket ship.

There is no mistaking it, Santa is perfectly informed that this new method of transportation will greatly increase the efficiency of the Christmas delivery service. No more should be missed this year if expectations are realized. Though the cross-country polls reveal a survey which indicated that 9 out of 10 people were satisfied. A Flash Gordon fan told us calmly, "I have always been an admirer of the rocket ship. In this day and age, it is only natural that Santa should have one." Another utility fan, however, prefers the conventional sleigh and objects. "It is not the 'Lawrentian' policy to promote any form of transport other than the age-old sleigh," he explained.

On Pistons and Carburetor

Use a Mule To Yule the Yule Fool!
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Major Problem Facing U. N. Is Atom Control

By TOM BAY

The atomic energy problem is one of the most important issues facing the United Nations. The United States and the U.S.S.R. are the two nations that have the most advanced nuclear weapons, and their actions on this issue will have a significant impact on world affairs.

The use of atomic energy for peaceful purposes has grown rapidly in recent years. This growth has been facilitated by the development of new technologies and the increasing need for energy in industrialized nations. The peaceful use of atomic energy has also become a major issue in international relations, as countries seek to establish their nuclear capabilities and influence in the global arena.

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), established in 1957 by the United Nations, plays a crucial role in promoting the peaceful use of atomic energy. The IAEA monitors and regulates nuclear activities, aiming to prevent the development and proliferation of nuclear weapons.

However, the issue of nuclear disarmament continues to be a source of concern. The United States and the U.S.S.R. have been slow to reduce their nuclear arsenals, and other countries have expressed frustration with the progress made in achieving nuclear disarmament.

In conclusion, the major problem facing the U.N. is atom control, and it requires the coordinated efforts of all nations to address the challenges posed by the atomic energy problem. The international community must work together to ensure that atomic energy is used for peaceful purposes, and that nuclear weapons are not developed or used in any form.

Letters to the Editor

Smith House Story Is Too Hot For 'Lawrentian'—Football Team

Dear Editor:
We would like to make a few comments pertaining to the article "Smith House to Shake White Rider Burning" in last week's "Lawrentian." We believe that the criticism of Teddy Scalissi's rescue of last Ripon-Lawrence football game is not accurate. The article contains several inaccuracies and inaccuracies.

Firstly, we would like to clarify that no "put-up" job was involved. The writer of the article in the last few years was not in very poor taste and thoroughly justified it, can do nothing.

Secondly, the article was in very poor taste and thoroughly justified it, can do nothing. We believe that the writer's intentions were good, but the article was not handled in an appropriate manner.

Finally, we would like to mention that the article was not written with the same level of professionalism as previous articles. The writer's work was not up to standard, and we believe that the article could have been handled in a more respectful manner.

We hope that these comments will be taken into consideration for future articles. We look forward to seeing improvements in the quality of future articles.

Sororities, Fraternities

Page 8

This Is Your World—Fight for a Good One

Echoes of the past and patterning cycles of events are favored ways of interpreting current happenings for the sake of the future. We are prone to see these points to a new Republican dominated senate and house which will be seated after the holidays. This also is of importance under Democratic administration and to the attempt to formulate a peace treaty with Europe which has been in the making for years. This treaty parallels with the debacle of Woodrow Wilson and his League of Nations after the last war.

Examine the facts. Twenty-five years ago the League was incorporated into the treaty and went out of commission later. It was not a functioning organization and the treaty is yet to be written. We now are not defending principles as an altruistic as to render them unobtainable, instead we are playing a hard, firm game with our allies at the peace table to real- isie policies exposed by the United States during the war.

The treaty be defeated when it comes before the senate for the necessary two-thirds ratification. It will be defeated. After the last war Senator Lodge, Republican leader in the senate, who led that august body to reject the proposed treaty, announced last February that he was opposed to ratification of the treaty.

We have participated with and back the government; his party backs him. Where can we begin to draw parallels then? We remember the Great War. At that time the lusty, the irate wives who want their men back from the occupation zones and the many others who are not. It is a shame to deny the democratic right of a majority of a whole people which marks any immediate peace treaty. Does not the United States in the old status, little realizing that we can never recap- ture a step, now that this status is before us? We have won the war, and the independent girls carolled to those hos- pitalized on Monday night. All this work was solicited money and gifts for a needy family in good works are unsolicited but are traditional;

must rededicate ourselves to rebuilding. We can point to the "52-20" clubs, the waves of patriotic enthusiasm, "Peace on earth good will to men" the Law- rentian staff carols in trembling falsetto as it remind them that the convocation committee had become passive. We forgot that their dis- courtesies aren't the limit of rudeness, that those same attitudes and the results they incur must be in variance with some points but who believe they should be aired.

The "Lawrentian" resolves to continue to stand behind the many extra-curricular groups which the writer of the article in the last few years a fine competitive and our consideration of the var­ ious college student of today. Mark him down to the intellectual spirit which is now being born out.

The Lawrence college drama department for two fine plays and more on a "guidepost" in future wage con-

Thursday, December 20, 194* T H E  LAWRENTIAN Football Team

"Peace on earth good will to men" the Lawrentian staff carols in trembling falsetto as it wishes all Lawrence students a Merry Christmas. Like every other student who has a rock full of Christ­ mas presents, but ours is filled with compli­ ments.

Merry Christmas to a student body that has put itself on a thriving post-war footing, who are of the present the finest type of college students the one of the finest "Ariel" staffs in years. We bow to the music Art association. We bow to the music one of the finest "Ariel" staffs in years.

We will proceed to the field of play. Anthe article was in very poor taste and thoroughly justified it, can do nothing. We are not interested in these matters, but the article was in very poor taste and thoroughly justified it, can do nothing. We are not interested in these matters, but the article was in very poor taste and thoroughly justified it, can do nothing.

We believe that the writer of the article in the last few years a fine competitive and our consideration of the various college student of today. Mark him down to the intellectual spirit which is now being born out. We can point to the "52-20" clubs, the waves of patriotic enthusiasm, "Peace on earth good will to men" the Lawrentian staff carols in trembling falsetto as it remind them that the convocation committee had become passive. We forgot that their discourtesies aren't the limit of rudeness, that those same attitudes and the results they incur must be in variance with some points but who believe they should be aired.

The "Lawrentian" resolves to continue to stand behind the many extra-curricular groups which the writer of the article in the last few years a fine competitive and our consideration of the various college student of today. Mark him down to the intellectual spirit which is now being born out.
Badgers Sink
Vike Tankmen

U of W Wins All but Two Events; Ahtioke, Baumn Star for Vikes
The University of Wisconsin swimming team just had too much stuff for Lawrence last Saturday and the Viking tankmen dropped a 10 to 14 decision to the swimming Badgers.

Wisconsin, sporting one of the best swimming squads to represent the school in recent years, capped both of the relays and won the diving rather easily, and dissolved the other events in the cold water of the pool.

Tom Baum and Georg Moroke kept the meet from being a complete rout by roping first places in the 50 yard free style and 100 yard breaststroke races. Baum gave the crowd a big thrill by shaving off a desperate last minute rush for Geta's win by inches. No other Viking swimmer finished better than third.

Paul Bauney and Vicky Galloway
The University of Wisconsin-Platteville won the track meet against Ripon College Saturday night.
Platteville had 104 points, 44 more than Ripon. The game was played at the Ripon College track in Ripon.

The Platteville track team moved up to the first place position that Coach John Sines' charges now hold in the North Central Conference.

Several weeks ago Lawrence was figured as a team that should be taken lightly in the Midwest Conference meet, now, after winning first of five starts a news release from the conference public relations office at Elmhurst indicated the team has captured the conference title for the first time.

The overwhelming win over Coe was probably more responsible than any other factor for the position that Coach John Bohnen charges now hold, but it should be remembered that only one conference school has been dropped from the ranks of the undefeated as of yet. Nothing can be forgotten.

We have a great team here at Lawrence this year, Dick Miller, an honorary member of All-Americadisable athletes, said in a recent interview.

Taylor has shown that he's lost none of the touch that made him a great ball player. Bill Burton and Bill Schutte at the guard positions have developed enough to bring balance to the back of the team but it is the forward line that, for the most part, determines the outcome of a majority of games.

Tom Baum and George Moroke keep the meet from being a complete rout by roping first places in the 50 yard free style and 100 yard breaststroke races. Baum gave the crowd a big thrill by shaving off a desperate last minute rush for Geta's win by inches. No other Viking swimmer finished better than third.

The convincing win over Coe was probably more responsible than any other factor for the position that Coach John Sines' charges now hold in the North Central Conference.

Several weeks ago Lawrence was figured as a team that should be taken lightly in the Midwest Conference meet, now, after winning first of five starts a news release from the conference public relations office at Elmhurst indicated the team has captured the conference title for the first time.

The overwhelming win over Coe was probably more responsible than any other factor for the position that Coach John Bohnen charges now hold, but it should be remembered that only one conference school has been dropped from the ranks of the undefeated as of yet. Nothing can be forgotten.
**The Lawrentian**

**Vikes Meet Carleton Today**

**Natators Swim Tonight Before Basketball Tilt**

The Viking natators, still recuperating from the disastrous Wisconsin meet, will swim against what promises to be a strong Carleton squad at the Alexander gymnasium tonight.

Carleton natators are expected to be as strong as the Wisconsin opponents, it is known that they will have plenty of good material to match the Viking ishows.

**Vikes Defeat Carroll Squad In Cage Tussle**

Lawson, Miller Lead Attack With 12 Points Apiece

Coach Johnny Siers' basketball squad won its fourth victory of the season as the Blue and White defeated the Carleton "S" 88 to 38 at Waukesha on Monday night. While the Vikes were still up to the standard of play they exhibited in the conference opener, they had more than enough for the Pioneers who are still seeking their first win of the 1946 season.

Dick Miller and Bruce Larson led the scoring for Lawrence, with each getting 12 points. Vamjahn had 10 points for Carroll.

**Carleton Seeking First Cage Win; Vikes Favoring To Cop Fourth Straight**

Riding on the crest of a three game winning streak, the Lawrence college basketball squad will meet Carleton at Alexander gymnasium at 8:15 tonight in the second conference game for both schools.

The basketball game will be the feature attraction of three athletic events between the Vikings and Carleton. The wrestling squads will start things off at 4:15 this afternoon and at 7:00 the swimming squads will meet in the gym pool.

Coach Johnny Siers' charges, recently nominated as the team to beat in the Midwest conference, will be seeking their second straight league win against the invaders from Minnesota, who dropped a 48-45 thriller to Beloit's champions last week.

Lawrence, in winning four out of five starts this year, has piled up a 50 point game average and are looking to hold down the vaunted Vike offense. Although Dick Miller has been the most consistent scorer on the squad, other names, notably Bruce Larson, Jerry Hall and Bill Davis, have come through in great style when the chips were down.

Tonight's game will be the last for the Blue and White before the holidays, but Carleton will journey on to Kenosha where they will take the Redmen tomorrow night.

The Carleton squad has had some tough assignments during the Wisconsin trip, since they must take at least one game to stay in the race, and a double defeat would practically eliminate them from title consideration.

Since will probably start the same five which has begun most Vike contests, with Miller and Larson at the guarded ends of center, and Burton and Robinson at guards. According to a recent release from the Midwest publicity office, Lawrence, after one league game, has the best offensive and defensive record in the loop, and Dick Miller ranks second in scoring. Van Antwerp, Cox forward, heads Mid-west scorers with 28 points in two games,

**Yule Party Given By Spanish Club**

Carleton holds two amazing records on January 18. The traditional Piñata or gift bag was a feature attraction of three athletic events between the Vikings and Carleton. The wrestling squads will start things off at 4:15 this afternoon and at 7:00 the swimming squads will meet in the gym pool.

Yuletide festivities at Alexander gym—

Carleton match will be the last one for Lawrence until they meet with the Gold of Beloit team on January 18.

**Merry Xmas and a Happy New Year from VOIGT'S Drug Store**

"YOU KNOW THE PLACE"

Phone 754-755

134 E. College Ave.
CLUB ACTIVITIES

Eta Sigs Initiate 12 at Saturnalia

In their Saturnalia on Thursday, December 12, Eta Sigma Phi extended membership to the following students: Chiara Stidham, Martha Broderick, Barbara Genrich, Barbara Morris, Jane Hans, Carlyn DeBettignies, and Barbara Gerhart. President of the group, Miss. Cast, in her address, mentioned the significance of the Saturnalia and the traditions of Roman foods and eating methods permeating the making of a merry Christmas. The gift exchange was closed with all of the making of a Merry Christmas. Each sorority donated a basket of food and a Christmas tree to the Pan-Hellenic cabinet and officers who will lead a round table discussion of Christmas gifts by Miss. Wardlaw.

Club Celebrates German Yuletide

The annual German club Christmas party was held in the home of Dr. G. C. Cast. As was to be expected, the program was presented in German, with three soloists from the choir of the First Presbyterian Church: Mrs. Mary Balza, president of the group, and two Christmas songs, led by Mr. Stidham. "Der Erste Weinachtslied," was presented by Margaret Ahern and Bob Greene. After the program the group sang Christmas carols and visited in informal groups. A lunch. Miss. Cast's annual lunch to the club members, of hot poach, and German cookies was served. The party ended and the guests left the door. "Dankeschoen." "Auf wiedershen." Spent the season with a display of souvenirs.

French Club Meets, Fêtes and Eats

The walled city of Quebec, the view of the St. Lawrence, the view of the St. Lawrence, the view of the Sunrise and the View of the French Club, at their Saturnalia on Thursday, December 12, Eta Sigma Phi extended membership to the following students: Chiara Stidham, Martha Broderick, Barbara Genrich, Barbara Morris, Jane Hans, Carlyn DeBettignies, and Barbara Gerhart. President of the group, Miss. Cast, in her address, mentioned the significance of the Saturnalia and the traditions of Roman foods and eating methods permeating the making of a merry Christmas. Each sorority donated a basket of food and a Christmas tree to the Pan-Hellenic cabinet and officers who will lead a round table discussion of Christmas gifts by Miss. Wardlaw.

Independent Girls Carol Hospital

"Out of Line" Brings Honor to Prof. Beck

"Out of Line" Brings Honor to Prof. Beck Warren Beck, professor of English at Lawrence college, is represented in the volume "Best Short Stories—1946" for the fourth time in the past six years. "Tinsel? No! Suet? Sure!" At last the streamer for my Christmas tree are ready. Where? It took me practically all morning to get them together. Why I had to visit practically every meat-market in town—nay it was worth it. Nothing is too good for my friends and I know they'll like this one. They won't stand. As long as they have enough to eat they'll be satisfied. They're such little pigs! Come, let's decorate it. Here, sprinkle this corn around the bottom. What do you mean... "That's silly? It's an outdoor tree, isn't it? Ah, there now, we're finished.

SMOKING PLEASURE
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